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USES AND ABUSES OF ADVERSARY EVALUATION: A CONSUMERJS GUIDE

sEven, in the infant field of educational evaluation, the so-called adversary

o
model of evaluation stands out as a relative newcomer. Cuba (1965) suggested over

a decade ago that educational' evaluation might well adopt or adapt aspects of the

legal paradigm. Apparently it was five years later before the first adversary

evaluation,in education was Conducted (Owens, 1'971). Since then, onlY a handful

of evaluaters,have either conducted adversary evaluations-or& ritten about them.

...

Vir; a recent informal surty..0wen and Hisc.og (1977)--id'eritifred only"Srx evaldatidaS
"'

.. ., . 1" .°

%ll c h j.ki ey. judged ro be truly adversarial is nature (Owens, I971;.Hiscox-and Owens-,
$

_-=-,it __,,,.- . .
. . ,, . .: ':

J" : .

1975; \Via, l9'75:; Stenzel, 1976; Zerve, 1976; and Northwest Regional Educational'
- ,.' .

,
Laboratory, 1977): 1 Even if one included' other studies.Which dight be viewed as..

adversary evaluations,(e.g., Stahl and Gjerde, 197eKourilsky and Baker, 1976), ,

it would seem safe to state that no more than eight or: ten such evaluations ha%=e

been conducted throughout the nation. Add the'thoughtful conceptual work on
,

adveradversary evaluation (e.g., Owens, 1972; Wolf, 1973), and there is stid'a pauc. itysary
) .

of information about this widely publicize&evaluation method. Much more thought .e . t._whether,-and experience is, necessary before it iill be clear the adversary,metl:od
-,,-P. , . *

-has the potential claimed by its Proponents. Hopefully this symposium.will help
,

. .. .-..
broaden the dialogue about adversary evaluation and lead to more carefil analysis

and experimentation in this r, 4

1There are evaluations using multiple advocate teams, e acih of which 'cleyelapS.
an independent position which may Qr may notbe inpppositito other t

Reinhard, 147-1). These are not included thiS paper as examples of adversary
evaluation. ..



The Focus of this Paper

. Whed this symposium was planned,' others were to,argue for and agaidst the

adversary approach, while our assignment was to take the more ,neu-_ral ground

and provide an objective analysis of situations and settings where adversary

evaluation woulcrbe beneficial and where it would be ill advised. In the interim

since that planning, however, we have both been involved in'a large-Scale
.

advexsaty evaluation, one as b. member of one of the opposinz evaluation teams

and one as co-director of the overall study and' arbiter in disp4s a''nd negotiations

between-they teams. 2 Altho ugh we 'toth began` by believing the. adversary -ap5roasch.
., . .

would be very useful for thal particular evaluation, the-diffiCulties ve.experie.nced
.. , . ,

..
as we conducted the study were severe enough to give us serious second thoughts

, , .
, , . ,

. ° ..4
h .*.

, . .' t

about the whole business-of "adversarying.." In fact; in the midst of the 'evaluation,
... e ' A

we were sufficiently disenchanted that it Was tempting; to agree with Popham and
. ,

, '
Carlson (1977) in condemning the whole approach.

The presentation of the 3 on 2 final- adversary reports and the "aftermath"

of the evaluation have changed our perspective considerably, however. We have

also been influenced by reactions of many key peoplt affected, by the eValuation.

Although we still haVe reservations and 'cautions toshatre with you, we are con-

vinced that the basic concept of adversary evaluation has real Merit, if it is,.

applied with prudence and judgment.to those situations .where would be. both

2This evaluation, which serves as the basis for 2zuleh of the experience
reported in this paper, is the Northwest Regional" -Educational Latioratoi-te (NWREL),
evaluation of the Hawaii 3 on 2 program, a large, controversial statewide Wam
teaching program inthe primary grades (N \VREL, 2977); This study will hereaff-r_
be referred to as the 3 pn 2 evaluation.
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appropriate and advantageous. There' is clearly real potential in the-adve-sar;.-

approach for making E)valuation findings more meaningful to &Ideational .e.rtsion

makers. This does not mean that we accept withont reservation all the claims

made by proponents of adversary evaluationig:sg.,e Wolf, 1975;t'ri.ght and

'Sachse, 19771.. We are frankly' fearful that overly supporters may fail (

to be sufficiently introspective to find aria correct critical f.laws'in the. adversary-,
, .

concept. We are equally fearful that preoccupation With the parapfiernalia of the

. , adversary model could cause evalutors to overlook the real benefi:s'and probes.

d.

, .that can 'result from its.use.

In-the remainder of this paper, we will present and disduss.nine,issues
,

or questions which we think are central to thefuture of adversary evaluation

in education. In stating our position on each issue, we hope to generate produc-

tive dialogue which can lead to development and refinement in the use of

adversary evaluation."

3.
/

Is There a Clearly Delineated Adversary Model ofEvaluation Which
Evaluators or Decision Makers Can Apply?

One ofthe author has argued elsewhere (Worthen, 1977), that the tern}

"evaluation models" is a misnomer when applied to the current conceptualiza-
\._

tiOns about educational evaluation. This argument, which will not be repeated

. here, is.not intended to denigrate the largely helpfurisuggestions which arise

the literature, but only tos e.orrectly deScribe them-for what they are end

are not. instance' is the term model less appropriate than:in the case

,
of the so-called adversary model of evaluation: None of tli.criteria. for

models stated by KapIglh,(1964)-or other philosophers of science is met;
.

adversary evaluation offers no,unified framework or coherent set of principals.
-'

.

ft is ,only rubric -under which to describe a collection of divergent a.pprN.ches

5
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which might lookly be referred to as adversarial in nature. In its broad

.tsense, the term refers16 all evaluations where there is planned opposition

in the points of view of different evaluators or evaluation teams. The.Websterian

sense 81 "contending with, opposing" is central to this general definition. The

fact that an evaluation approach includes a planned,effort to gen;:rate, opposing

..pOints of view within the overall evaluation ,is the sine qua non here, whereas

the labeling becomes less important.

As 'Owens and Histox's (1977) descriptions make abundantly cleari none of

the prior adversary evaluations (or writings on which they are 'caSed) are
. . ,

sufficiently well developed to seta standard for future efforts .or to serve
,

as a model of even the specific adversary approach employed. As yet there

is little beyond personal preferenofe to determ7ine whether adversary hearings,

debates Or other approaches might be best in specific evaluation settings.

.gach approach should be further developed, applied in varied educational

contexts, 'and studiedto determine its relative utility under varying conditions.

Given sufficient experience, Darwinian principles might apply and result in

one specific adversary method proving best for most educational evaluations.

I the meantime, it seems most defenSitle to use the term "adversary
A

evaluation" in a broad sense and avoid the artificially precise and misleading

',terminology of "evaluVtion model."

The remainder of this paper assumes ,the notion of planned opposition

among; evaluators to be the only requirement for Adversary evalua.tion.3
_. 7 '.- .

3- Tn. ..e full range oflarms this keni;grit take must await further developmeni. In
- .

.,
the.mezanfim, it is obvious that some of the iliscu'ssion initlfis paper v:ill apply
mo rectly to one type of,adv#sary evaluation than another. ;1:e v.-ill leave
it for thersto tease out those specific applications.

.. .
., i , .

'
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Is the Legal Paradigm the F. lest Approp.ch to Adversary Evaluation in Education?
.

Much 9f the effort to apply.adversary,evaluatiqn in education, has drawn, on '

courtroom procedures, wifh.an.advocate
.

and an adversary questioning and cross-.
L.

..
. , - .

exami,ning Witness-es and appying rules of admissibility of evidence customary

ip legal proceedings. If you were to ask any ten educational evaluators to

describe the adversary evaluation approach, nine would probably talk in terms
.

1

of witnesses, cross-examinatio,n.,, the jury system, and so forth:
.

Tie legal paradigm: has intriguing possibilities for`sOmb evaluation situations,

and Wolf (1973) has provided ,a good analysis of certain of these. We are not

inclined, however, to view the legal paradigm as necessarily the best pattern
44.

s

for adversary evaluation. We tend to agree with Levine (1974) in favoring
)

adversary evaluation more as a broad ailosophical orientn.tibn whieh may be

expressed- in ma.ny f . For example,,cross-examination and jurles may
,

. 1 7
.

ti
' be appropriate in applying the courtroom model to educational evaluation; but .

. they are hardly essential to conducting an adversary evaluation. In fact, one

of our greatest concerns is that evaluators will seize on some of the more .
(

trivial features of the courtroom and fail to isolate ankritract those

adversarial aspects which might be most pex'tinent in educational evaluation.

14,

All that we have read.and seen suggests to us "that'rigid adherence to the

leg;.1 perspective is likely to result in wear adverSary evaluati ns:and an

eventual rejection of the whole concept:
,. .

it might be useful to illus. trate, a'. few aspects of the legal system which.,

seem to us Unnecessary or downrio-ht inappropriate in educational evaluation:-.-,_
.4

Firstr-we believe some of our colleagues should be'chidecl for their

to replicate even the.theairical aspect of the courtroom in-
4

7.
5
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their adVersary hearings. Cloaking the person presiding over an educational '

.hearing in 4 black robe seems as pretentious and inane as placing powdered

wigs on senators, presiding over congressional hearings.
:

Second, we- believe useof the le gal model can reOult in a seductive slide

into what might be termed an "indictment mentality," which can do a disservice

both to evaluation efforts, and to the programs being evaluated. Adversary

evaluation literature which invokes the legal model tends to use terms such

as` "statement of Charges" (Hiscox and Owens,. 1975), "guilty or not guilty"

(Levine, I976), and the like. That-orientation nigh be appropriate when there,
is(aformil complaint against an educational program, as in the recent

investigation of the University-o'f Massadhusetts School of Education programs.

But formal complaints, plaintiffs and litigants are conspicuously absent in the
A

typical educational evaluationand rightly so. Evaluation in education should

aspire to be an instrument for improving educational.programs, not for

determining their guilt or innocence. Although it is true,that evaluators

, must of .necessity render judgments of worth, that seems to us a far cry
, 0

from invoking a model in which the program stands as "accused" on specific

\.charges
. -

It is not just the vocabulary of the legal model that is problematic, but

its charactristic of serving only wh4in there is a problem to be Solved.
a

There is already too much of a tendency toview evaluation as something

you do when a program is in trouble, when there is a crisis or failing. which
_,

requireS co ection. It would be Unfortunate if this tendency were exal!terbated
i,. , -,

. _

anIevaluations'conducted only wh-en a complaint has beert lodged, an accusation.

levelecj, an offending program accused, It is precisely this orientation which

4
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.we. fea may be a side effect of basing evaluations,9n the legal model, or for

that fact, on any model which is meant to bd applied only ii n problem-solving
, .

,. . -
or crisis sicnation,sf It would be far more salutary if educators came to view

,;

evalualibn A.s;something;which was routinely carried out to-help them keep,
-iP

their programs Operating at maximum effectivenesS and efficiency. If

advocates of the judicial approach respond that they only intend legal concepts*

tope applied to adversary evaluations which are conducted whe're complaints

.;,--,and charges are involved; many of the-above concerns would be eased.

,

Obviously, one should not dismiss all aspeets of the legal paradigm as -)

inappropriate. For example, cross-examination (properly conducted) would

seem to have a potentially useful role in evaluations which use human testi-.

mony as a major source of data. Of course one can use cross-examination

by adversaries without requiring full or even partial courtroom procedures.

Witness congressional hearings or interviews conducted jointly by partisan

interviewers. Wolf (1975) and Hiscox and Owens(1975) have shown that one

can adapt portions of the legal model without adopting it in:its entirety.4

Hiscox and Owens (1975, p. 8) list five advantages ft bich-could accrue

from essening adherence to a..strict legal model in adversary evaluations.legal
,.."*. .J

Briefly, they are; (1) adversary evaluations conld,be conducted with lower
. ,

investments of time and money; (2) adversary evaluations would be less

dependent on availability ortrairied legal professionals; (3) adversary hearings

4Even hee .we believe there needs to be more attention to developing an
adversary evaluation- approach which, would, be suitable in education, for routine
non-problem settings, without straining- too hard to bend to our-nse an extant

:Approach which is built on assumptions and for situations.markeclly different
from those that apply in most educatio'nal evaluations.

\

9.



could - be more easily- understood by evaluators and decision makers;'(4) greater
- .

flexibility in addressing non-dichotomous issues would re u t; and (5) adversary

evaluations or reporting could be conducted 'w ithout formal hearings. We agree

-.with these points. Although we believe the legal paradigm has merit as a .

. -
heuristic, we also feel it carries many features which' could be detrimental

.

ik-..,, to educational eval uations. We hope
-
others:will view it with appropriate

a
,skeiSticism and entertain other alternatives before deciding which adversary

__,

approach is most suited to their needs in ethrational evaluation.
.

' 3. Does Adversary Evaluatron Provide Decision Makers with the Full Range
of Inforrriation Needed to Make 'Homed Decisions?

During otir adver8ary evaluation of the liawaii 3 on 2 Program, we
0

worried considerably about whether the strong pro and con positions Which

were taken might increase the probability that an extreme r.117.cisioa Might be
N

made without due consideration of the full range of possible decisions which

might be made. Would adversary evaluation result in an unwitting loss of the

middle ground? In the,typioal-evaluation, where an evaluator is charged with

strict neutrality and objectivity, the middle ground might well receive as Much

attention as the ends of the spectrum. Butiwhat about adversary proceedings
a

where the antagonists anchor the ends of the decision spectrum and.choose-

to ignore the middle? Which best serves the decision maker, conflict or

compromise, contrast or convergence, polarized positions or plea - bargaining?

Does the adversary approach lend itself to the type of diagnostic information

whicYi is so often needed by the thoughtful decision maker?
,

Wrestling with these questions forced us-to,e-.xamine' them in terms of t:Iree

other questions; (1) does adversary evaluation provide a solution to the problem

1,0
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of evaluator's biases.slipping unnoticed into the evaluation; (2) is there a
-,

possibility for convergence ia adversary eYalua tion.; and (3) should an effort

be made to pz.esent,equally strong positive and negative arguments in

adversary evaluations? Each of these areas is discussed briefly-- belo.w.

Adversary Evaluation and Evaluator's Biases. "Proponentoif ad.',7ersary
#1#

evaluation. (e.g., Wright 8:.-Sachse, 1977) have argued that evaluators awe not

'the impartial, objective paragons they purport to be, and that they bring with

them certain blase's, often unrecognized, that- influence their findings.,-
..

Adversary evaluations are proposed as a solution since they intentionally
,

counter-balance`biases. One-evaluator (or team) is assigned to present the
.

positive case and is expected to,be biased infaor of tha.program-, 'while -

another 105 expected to be opposed to the ISrogram and be biased against it.

The object then. is noreliminakion of bias but .rather balancing biaS and making

it public. Of course, still ottter.bi'ases and predispositions of the evaluators,
are unlikely to be affected by the mere assignment to a position. An

individual evaluator's biases will obviously influence the rigor with.which
., ,

he can defend or ,criticize a progimen. Imagine the plight otRalph Nader if..

he were assigned to defend a program oi...product. There is no great insight
. .

here, mer,ely.a reminder. That bias is not magically eliminated or'rendered

inoperable by efforts to balance it. 1

Convergence in Adversary Evaluation. In moving from the usual

.
evaluation stance of neutrality to that of haying two biassed protagonists,

educators stand both to gain and lose. The gain is lik-dlv to be an increase

, in the spectrdm of data and interpretations provided to decision m akers;

few other evaluation approaches seem likely to push as fZer in both the

11 9

t.
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1
poktive and negative directions as .the adversary method., ,The oss .could

eagtly come from unnecessary polarizatign that shifts attention a vay from thz.;

-rn;Iddle-7,r-ound so often essential to rational decision making:

Many adveisary supporters (e.g., Hiscox and Owens, 19'75) lia e claimed

that conclusions and recbmmendatiOns' agreed to by both sides may b held

with greater confidence by a decision maker. While this seems patently

sensible, experience with adversary evaluatiOns suggests such agreement

is unlikely to be a spontaneous by-product of the -sparring and jousting that
.

often occurs between adversaries. 'Most adversary approaches have a

competitive element; 'one..of the adversaries will probably win and the other

lose. When competition is high, .cooperation tends to be loweick. There is

less of an inc lination tegearch for agreement than is true under more
,

1

.0
ss.

collaborative cirdunastances. In highly competitig&evaluations.; mutual
.

. . , 0.

agreements an% often abandonecdin'the.adversarieg,' rush to dispute each
.---4, .. 4_,. .

Arpses of turning it to their 'ownadV, tage. When4win,.$nin g s at
0,... ,, .. -.

.

stake, even "bladk is black"3"oncklacements are sometimes ginEstioned by
,

a I <
. . ' ' ' ' "t /

-
I ff . 9 , .

I
seemingly rational'opportents. Antagonists are,.often leery of areemerft4,

.......... . . .
! '. Ia a %

I

even about things they-rnay both believe, especially if they. construe the

.. ( .1 /4.
4

.)
4 . agreement as potentially injurious to thelir case(s).. Shared conclusions

in adversary evaluation are not easy to Come by.' Mairadversary approac
.

=

could profit from a better mechanism for seekin<;-
P

and reporting areas of -;

agreement.

In the Hawaii 3 on 2 evaluation.,_ it was decided that presenting the

strongest possible pro and con cases would best Serve the needs of the ,

decision ma.tters. As the evaluation progressed;ii -be"carn e apparent that

1 2 10
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4

the evaluation teams were trending toward "ail or none" recommendations--

maintaifithe progrdm in its entirety or eliminate it comVetely. With that
,,.

posture, 'it became difficult to.get either team very "psyched up" about evalu.T

. ,

-ation approaches which ferreted out'features of
4
the program Which could be

jettisoned Without 'loss, or features-which should be retained even if the

overall program were scrapped. Several. members of the evaluation team

worried that this ,approach would result in loss of important diagnostic
s

information which did not support either extreme position. 5 The polarized
. .

\ teport was very well received hi Hawaii, however, and only twk) board members

or administrators complained about:the fact that the evalttation would lead to

either a "go" or "no go" decision. Although we believe the 3 on 2 evaluation

was a good one, it would be much better in our judgment had some way been

found to converge .on areas where both teams agreed there were strengths Or

weaknesses.

0 -

There is same empirical evidence which bears on the reconciliation of

views between evaluators. Kourilsky and Baker (1976) reported that college

studenti produce 'significantly better evaluations of a project when using.an
,

adversary approach than under two other approaches which do not involve

confrontation. Their adversary treatment required that adversaries reconcile

their views and produce a single recommendation to the decision rp.aher. This

method was found to produce significantly super* results over other less

adversarial methods. Unfortunately, the study did not include a' comparison

a.

5-Much such information was included in the technical evaluation report, btlt

,
. -.. . - ..,.

since it was not presented in the more provocative adversary- report's, it seerri'1,;/
1.,..

operationally to have had little impact, on subsequent deciiions about the progrann.
,,

.

cr .
. ,:- . .,,
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. -r
treatment in which adversaries were not asked to converge, so one pivotal

., .-:;-' .bit of data is stilijacking. .:' -, .
. 1

, . ,
Relative Strength of Adversary Positions. It may not

. .

assumption of the'approach, but many adversary evaluations proceed as if

.an explicit

there is an unspoken obligation to present two equally convincing nases, one....
,

pro and one-cotr.-Of course no ong would tolerate an adversary who slacked

and presented a weaker case than was deserved on the basis of the data; but

what about the advocate who errs in the other direction, who feels compelled. "
"to-keen up With the opposition, even if .i,tmeans straining or ignoring the

fx

data?. Here is where we part philosophical company with some colleagues

who seem to sincerely believe tat a program, is not represe?ntSi'weil unleSs
- ' c .

. ,

both sides are argued equally convincingly. That orientation strikes us as

14.

.4.

I appropriate in a forensic society w-he-r-e-the restiitOf the debate seldom
,

impaits on the proposition, but not in an evaluation where the outcome will

influence real programs and real people.

Like the legal paradigm, the, debate model also carries with it many

irrelevancies that should be strained out befbre,-the model is applied to

education. The critical difference is in the fact that the touchstones of debate

ai*e polemics and persub.sion,, not, truth, which is central td the validity of
0

evaluation studies. Debates surely use facts and cannot normally 'afford to
!4.

ignore them, at leaStllot totally, But seldom is the debater forced to adhere.
a ,. .

/ -4-

as tightly to the plain unadorned facts as is the conscionable evaluator. Logic

can provide a permissive climate for,maninulating the data until its f6im .

is favorable. Probabl3; more ophistry results flpm4lebaters' perversions

a syllogistic logic than any other self-deception known to man. At least par:
, _.%24/g.- 0)% I. / t,..' f.---

0'
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7;7

'of this tendency must be traced to efforts to build strong cases on flimsy
ta

foundations.

. . .
Our recomMendation in this are;a:would fie for de.dision. makers to think

.. ..,
,

'carefully abotit-the charge-they give to adyersary'evaluatori. We believe

the appropriate mandate is that of presenting the most Positive and most

negatiVe.cases possible on the basis of the evidence which exists. Asrithin

that franiework, the evaluator Itritht be encouraged to employ all the tech-.,

niques of persuasion possible, just so adversarial zeal does not: ead to

flights of fancy or specious arguments that exceed the evidence. Of course,.
'r

one could depend on rebuttals or cross-examination to expose fallacies at
errors introduced by overly enthusiastic adversaries, but that dependence

seems optimistic. It would be better, to require docuMentation and evidence

for arguments at the' outset rather than to allow unsubstantiated assertions

to become part of the substance that

If such mandates to evaluators were

is contested in an adversa evaluation.

riiade clear, then no evaluator would feel

compelled to fabricate a strong positive case when none exists, where the

overwhelming weight of the eVidente reveals the product or program to be`

without redeeming features; or vice verse..

4. Does Challenging of Evidence in Adversary Evaluations Reduce Their Credibility?

Data in a typical,evaluaii&C.are only contested by outside critics, usually
1-

after the fact. 'In adversary evalua.7.iblis, the data themselves can become a

source of dispute between adversaries, and this has both pluses and minuses.

For example, 'one can arcrue (at least in educational evaluation) that all data0 , -

and the instruments and designs_that produce them are open to some clegrec

question. therefor,e; they may as ',veil be questioned by opponents within the

5
13
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adversary framework, as. by possibly lesS.informed persons at a later point in

time. There is also a potential, however, that diSputes among adversaries '

over the #itltditY of data will, at best, shift attention' away from the, Utstance
,- .!

of the evaluation to its pThcesses, and, at worst, will jeopardize the credibility

of the evaluation. Imagine an evaluation with two major types of data, let us

0. say test scores and observer ratings.. Imagi4 that one adversary makes every ",

,

4

while the other seriousl,y questions -the observer_ ratings. If both evaluators

effort to discredit test scores (which not-coinoeritally favors the opposifion)

are skillful at pointing out and pdrhaps dramatically Magnifying the flaws

which exist in most datvcolleCtionlechhiqueS, the nit result could well he

to discredit the entire data base and destroy the credibility of the study. For

example, Popham and. Carlson (1977) stated their view that the arbiters in the

.3, on 2 evaluation exeNised gooctju.dg,ment4. allowing their team to argue that

the tests ,used in the evaluation were invalid. Perhaps,., but at least some in. the

Hawaii Sta
.

Board of Education felt differently. When asked ija a recent

questionnaire, "DoeS the advocate-adversary approach provide decision makers

with the evidence they need to make a choice?", one board member wrote,

"Not when the integrity of the evaluation
f

on. the instruments completely destroyed

Instruments is attacked. That attack

the credibility of-the study's overall

findings and, in t'politically charged issue, allowed board members to ignord
4

the evaluation and do whatever they wanted." Thdt may be an over-reaction,

but it doe's cleMonstrate the risks of allowing

to the data base. In the heat of competition,

way of .gettin portrayed as terminal i ness-

opponents to extend their contentions

methodological pimples have a
fl
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. ,Now this should not be construed as a suo4estion that bad instruments or

data should be tcilerated. The point is simply that techniques should be built

into adve rsary evaluations to produce a common core of data that both sides

would accept as valid for purpo.ses of jiidgin,the program. Variables and the

best methods for measuring them 'should be agreed upon in advance, not

determined on the basis of partisanship. Surely evidence should be challenged
o

a only the most solid used_ as a basis for evaluative judgments, but it would

seem wis o deal with this issue early in an adversary evaluation.so the focus

-in the final stages can be on inferences, arguments and judging the program

rather than quarreling about the adequacy of the evidential basis for th,4

. .

evaluation. We all,evloy the cleverness of the defense attorney'whololds up

an optom etrist's chart at,the.back of the courtroom to prove the prosecutibn
.

.witness_ is myopic and could not possibly have identified the defendant at the

distance claithed. High drama should be eserved Iorthe TV courtrooms

in educational evaluations, such faulty witnesses should be,dispensed with .

much earlier and not at the final report-stage.

. Considerably more thought must be given- in this area to- working out

rules for judging admissibility and validity of evidence in adverstry

evaluations.
4 '

5. In What Settings an\d tinder What Circumstances Would an Adversary Evaluation
be Appropriate'?

Even the most e4husiastic advocate of adversary evaluation is unlikely to

argue that the-approach would be appropriate in any evaluation. In an effort

to get others' opinions on this issue, a questionnaire was clevelc*ec16 and sent

to key figures in Hawaii, both decision makers and evaluators-. They were

6This questionnaire was developed jointly by one of the authoriand William T; Wright.

. .- 15 -
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asked when they thought it would be appropriate to use' an adversary evaluation.
,

A majority of the respondents indicated % §.aAri an adversary evaluation

as appropriate in the following insta.a
,

When the program is+ontroversial
opinions over it (93'0).'

a.

b.

C.

When decisionsmust be made about
aprogram. (81%).r.

When the prog,ramis large and affects many people (77%).

and people are polarized in their

whether to continue or terminate

d. When there are many differdnt audiences for.the evaluation
report (65q,), andy

'1 -

e. When the evaluation is
program (56 0).

onducted by persons external to the
, :..-.",-- ' , 4.,

- . '',: .
-,...t-

Very felt' respQndents felt adversary evaluatioii4Nuld be appropriate when

the evaluation was conducted by internal eva'luators (15%) for purposes"of making.

decisions about how.to improve the program (15%).7

,These reactions'and our own biases lead us to suggest.several factors

which we think should govern decisions about when to use the adversary

.
0approac

1

The Decision. As implied above, adversary evaluation would'seem less

re eVant for most formative decisions than for summative decisions about1

program continuation. Using adversary evaluation also assumes the full

range of decision alternatives is available to the decision maker. Aside from.

7Written comments suggested some respondents reacted this way because of
their perteption that adversary evaluations give up the diagnostic middle ground
;relevant to program improvement deCisions. . (

80bviously these points may need to be altered sorhewhat if one choOses to
look at a specific type of adversary approach, such as ihelegal or debate modal.

t.
,

' 18,

a
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the intellectual enjoyment, arguing -from adversary positions is of dubious

worth if one side has no chance, e. g lack, of funds dictates that a program

be terminated regardleSs of its quality. If clerly competing courses of

action are not available, the adversaryapp`roachr has little to recommend.it.

The Object of the Evaluation. The Hawaii, respondents felt adversary
, 1 -

evaluation was most appropriate for, large, controversial programs which
. .

had a variety of interested audiences. We tencri:O agree. The adversary
b. t /

'
approach is an ambirido.L., costly and sometimes cumbersome method. As

such, it should be reserved for cases which'warrarst the increased investment

of time and money and:where its use would add significantly to the results of

the study. It would presumptuous for us to suggest types of programs

4,-where it should be used, but it seems clear that one does not'wheel out

heavy artillery for every minor skirmish. %

Clarity of Issues. Adversary evaluation loses its unless issues

to be addressedby the adversaries are clearly identified and adheged to.

If one-adversary dwells solely on test-scores and the oithez' deal exclusively

with financial aspects of the program, the.,potential advantages of the adversary

method are seriously diluted.

Creclibili The.re are instances where a progra.m is so controversial

that no evaluation of it will be believed unless it can be showiLutiequivocally

s

1 _,thlit thoevaluation tide every effort to represent fairly both sides of tIlle issue.

; ,.t , .
. l

This is often true where previous evaluations of the-program have been condemned
'a <,

as:onesided or diicountecl on grounds of evittatoz- bit..s. Here the adversary

approach comes into its own with its built-in neutrality (Or balanced bias) 4#13.ich

allows-both sides of an issue to be well illuminated.
44
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A related feature of the adversary approach is its potential for diffusing

political heat surrounding an evaluation. Some evaluators have privately

proposed that the best place for this approach might, be the "hot potato"

evaluations where the evaluator will be pilloried no matter whic wxy the

results come out. As one wag put "It's hard tb claim an evaluation is

wrong when it argues both sides of,the issue." There may be some truth in

that bit of facetiousness, since the 3 on 2,evaluation was conducted in a
,

political inferno and not only survived but was crenerally 'acclaimed in wide
.

'press coverage as "unbiaseil," "a comprehensive study," -and a "balanbed

evaluation.", At least no one claimed that the evaluation was biased,, and the

dualheated exchanges and dual recommendations provided all the fodder necessary,

for the administrative and political decision makers. The evaluators did not

get drawn back into the fray to defend recommendations whichFere under

attack. Those recommendations had already been attacked v:ithin the

evaluatthn. Not that the evaluation was not .criticized --one legiAator went

so far as to print an attack against both sides of the evaluation, for using

"disembodied statistics" and tests that would have received higher scores

from the "intoxicated and tightly controlled students of Nazi Germariy." . Yes,

even the adversary approach fails to dispel some folks' distrust of anything

as anti-humanitarian as.a test item.
,

Courageous Clients. By now it should be apparent that not LTI.adminis-

trators are likely to have the heart to initiate adversary evaluations of their. I

programs. Hiscox and Owens (1975, ,p. 6)' found.that
. .

". . . some administrators indicated that they would not be interested
in using an adversary hearing as a decision-Making tool. They felt,
that many of their decisions were' based largely on-personal experienCe,

-

20
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were not to be resolved publicly or had political overtones so that-
a logical decision based on- scilicited facts might not be adequate
for their needs."

Such administrators prObably would prefer avoiding any evaluation at all.

They should be-dbubly tempted to 'avoid an Flversary.evaluatiOn; where few
L .

stones remain unturned. The competitive nature and prOcesses of adversary

proceedings also, mare them less predictable than more standard approaches.

An administrator who willingly requests an adversary evaluation is either a

sell-confiden't and visionary leader or uninformed about the approach..,

4 Costs. Much of the informal dialogueamong evaluators) the past two or. *

-

"three years has questioned whether the adversary approach is worth its
_

considerable costs. In fairness, the cost depends on how you play the game.

- If a full-blown courtgpom procedure is employed, the cost is likely to be

e
1-

veryproportionately quite high evfor the amount of data produced. ,If phase
, '

of an evaluation irpolve's the kind of two= -party cross-checking Wright and
, V -.

,. .-
- ,,, 1

Sachse 4977) describe, the resultant data maybe better, but you. need not be
, . iik 4

w
A ,

a mathematical whiz to predict the cost will double. Even a simple dellate_a.s

k
. ,,

a vehicle for presenting findings from a standard evaluation is an added

The real question, hoWever, is not cost but cost-effectiveness or cost- .

.i,,benefit. On these dimensions, it seems apparent that benefit must be argued .
t

i
,_

-- on grounds that adversary evaluation increases things like representativeness
.. ,- .

Hof the. data, fairnes/s of the instrumentsfcommunication between eValuatorssi

and decision makers, and identification of all the pros.4nd cons. Nkrhether
i

adversaryavaluation really provides more benefits will remain an open
-

s

question tuitil'someone sees fit to Tesearbh the issue. In the interim, the

- -
survey of Hawaii educators is provocative. When asked if they felt the

21.

to.
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. ,.. .
.. .,informatioa produced by the adversary approach wd as worth

,
t4e cost or:hay-In c,, ,

.

two teams involved, 78 percent said.it was, and another 15 percdnt s-aid is
,

was worth more than' the.cpst. Only 7..Pereer.t felt it was not worth the money.

'Of course, these reactions-should not be generalizetrietkOnd the evalu-atioa

to which thewere reacting, but they do denionstrate ttit,wien a." relat ively
o.oO

can
. 9 < t ,, ti,costly adversary evaluation can be ,viewed'as worth the "tiost. ..,,,..

i
. ,

6. How Should Adversary Evaluations be Conducted? a :5 '

1

Thig-paper will not address this-issue satisfactorily, Thr.there Must be,
. . ,-

:at least as many answers as there are different approaches;one migh'tinake
. .- .1

to adversLy evaluation. The best method for conducting .an evaluation with' ,
.?

two independent adversary teams with separate budgets, is obriousi,k different
""

from tat for. using a debate as ,an enlightening way to ifresent a Standard

o
evaluation report-. Rather than speculate on how to corclacf'sUch variations,

. . ., _ -4
it might be helpful to, list some critical featutes in the 3 on 2 evaluation'since

10

it represents one view of how an adversary evaluation Might be structured.

r
First, two evenly balanced teams were 'formed.

Second, both teams worked together to create the best pOssible desiga
-

and choose the best possible instruments-to provide the:conamon-core of `data

to be shared by both teams. The intent1-e-tAas to develop a cofzehensive
...

data base that wo 10141 be accepted as valid by both teams. The thciught was to 4
. .

get all persons to think about information needed by both adversaries before
o

they knew, position they would representt 4f

9Also, it might be reinterated that the basic. ad-.-ersary concept can be hr. plemented
without the heavy costs a ociated with some.of the approaches diSausge.d earlier.

-10The fact that this i nt was not realized, and one team dhose to attack the tests
4 4, a '

does not negate the usefu mess of this point. It merely underscores ilae need for
.

clearer and firmer ground .1-ales from the outset.
.01.'"' * ..,

S`
c
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Third, teams were assighed to adversa.ry positibns for the balance of the
I

evaluation. Data collection and analysfs'were mostly joint efforts, with checks

and balances Wilt in to prevent either team from influencing the outcomes in

their favor. Reporting was decidedly adversarial with a written and live debate

'format, buttre.ssediby a neutral technical report.

Wright andSTASe (1977) have described several phases of evaluation

during which aciVersary input is useful. In our view, the adversary approach

reaches its zenith in reporting stage. Much of.the p.oSitive reception to

the Hawaii 3 on 2 .evaluation is probably .attributable to the report format.

The interest and positive effect stimulated by the public debate format must

be viewed as considerable since the findings of our study.geheraIly parallel

'those of the previous evaluation which was soundly censured two years earlier.

There are probably many sensible approaches which could still take

advantage of the adversary report format, while streamlining the process

and cutting costs For example,, one individual or team Cbuld.conduct the

entire evaluation, with twb Ou(Siders assigned to present the advocate and

adversary cases from-the data generated by the evaluation. The same

outsiders Could also obviously be called iq earlier to ensure balance in the

choice .of variables and instruments, chgcli the design; for fairness, and so

forth. O

" 10ther_possibilities are left to the imagination of thdreadet.

7. Do Adequate Guidelines txist for Use inManagina- Adversary Evaluations?'

r

.'-'.. .

Given the newness adversary evaluation; it would be fbolish to expect
,,,

adequate guidelines to have emerged for any of the variations which have been. 4°4.. ,

proposed. Some extant paradigms g., debate or courtroom models):do

2:3 2/
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have carefully prescribed operating g

tar. to fit educational valnation,s that
o

Other de novo approaches which havq

procedural guidelines to suggest.

elines, but they have to be bent so

they become largely inapplicable.

been developed have even fewer

To furthedialoguer in this area, a fety administrative or .planning guide-

lilies which our experience and observation%uggest would-te relevant in any

. adyersary evaluation are listed' below.

First] we share Popham's view that the director must be concerned with

achieving as much baance as possiblein the relevant skills and strengths
' .4,

of the adversaries.

Second, it is paramount that the evaluation ground - -s which h will apply
.

in the study be spelled out in specific detail before it-e--'Raluation begins.
.

Such ground rules must be in place-and agreed to by all parties prior to the

.

time that partisan positions are assigned. Decisions about admissibility and

validity of evidence should be afreed to early -and adhered to throughout.,

Debide early on th role of the judge or the arbiters. What criteria constitutes

an objection that should be sustained? What rules govern how fur arbiters can

go in insisting thatall arguments that draw on the data be adequately documented,

or that claims not supported by, data be removed? Sufficient attention'given to

spelling out' such ground rules adequately at the outset Of an adversary evaluatiOn

will avoid many problems later on. Do" not assume that general gro rules
'-;.

will suffice and that usual collegial congeniality will male compliornise and
_

resolution simple in areas overlooked in initial guidelines. In our experience,

it seems unrealistic to expect such behavior in a confrontive methodology

calculated to create opposition.

2 4 22
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, The need for specific gifidelines for each evanation is important in view

of the absence of a body of

this step at the Zutset.may

procedural canons and guidelines. Attention to

help to solve Popham and Carlson's concern over

the alisence of appellate mechanisms for adversar3r evaluations.

Another area in need of careful management in adversary evaluations.

involves decisions about data to be collected. Kourlisky and Ba.i:er. (1976)

noted that adversary evaluation re-sult8 in longer evaluation reports and

-requires the development of guidelines fo r'carQfut but parSimonious reporting.r
The Hawa-fit8 on 2 experience corroborated theirs, for adversary team members

tended to collect or request a god deal of data without adequate plans for its
. . , -

use. Part of the problem was an apparent reluctance, allow their opponents/ . , .

,
to get ead In NI data - aggregation game. The result was that a fair amount .

,'-* - 4

of data was underutilized. - .

.There are -many other guidelines that might be suggested, but brevity

requires that we quickly. move to our final two, main points%
o

8. Does Adversarial Evaluation Alter the Nature of Evaluation Ethics?

The field of educational evaluation does nOt yet have an articulated,

formalized code of ethics. The work of the committee on evaluation standards

empaneled jointly by AERA and other professional associations (Stufapbeam,
A

1977) is directly relevant, but it is still too early Lo tell just how much guidance

that effort will give in the area .of ethical-practices. In the interim, there does

seem to be general hgreement among most evaluators on certain minimum
,

essentials of ethical behavior, and at the heart of these lies venerable

principlet such as impartiality and neutrality.

23
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In the typical educational evaltration, evaluators are to be neutral and
- -

.4
impartial, leading to a fair unprejudiced evaluation. The,evaluator's role.

is roughly parallel to that of a judge, where impartiality is,the sine qua -none

adversary evaluation, it is only the overallin_weighing-the evidence.11 In

structure and proce which is
./

intentionally partisan and their
-

obliged to be impartial. The evaluators are

roles approximate that oflawye.rs, where

'neutrality gives way to advocacy.

Theoretically, shifting from non-adversary to adversary evaluatron does

not lessen the impartiality with which decisions and judgments will be made:

But it most decidedly.;,forcer the individual evaltiatar to pit aside reverence

1
for persona impartiality and adopt Standards-of behavior more like those

we debaters and attorneys.12 Is that
-......

giood?"-Qr is the sudd shift
. It

*
.

r . .
sruptive and dysfunctional for evaluators? Frankly, we haveto a new role

°no
.
idea. It seems uttilaluators',psyclias

, -k_. -- . .

by occasional, forays into fields 97.erre different st4nparkls are followed. But

1/4'...

be permanently damaged

. might adveAirib. behavior prove addictive,
'-,.

,,,,' :iitaprejudiced.iii no

f-
tra

adversary evaluitions ev

ses the ethical boundary too freque

A thou

a_king the tough job of 1..nalning

toug r fOr the eialuator who .

ly? Tigit w'll telr., '

of ethicalOnsiderations se, it i tresting to note tlie.

.
:, ' ; _

!behavior Modifications which are someti ws rought by adyersa
. ,....

conteSts.

a$
According to Wright and Sachse, such impartiality may exist mor.e in folklore -

than fact. We agree that evaluators' are fallihle, but are unconvinced that they fall
to be impartial "gs frequently as our colleagues' rhetoric implies. C k

12In this poik-Watetgate period where potshots at attorney's are a lamentable
nationalastime., we stress that our reference here is to'personn.1 impa,rtiali.--_-, '

_...... Inot personal integrity. _-/A ...z.

It;
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Win/lose situations can tax one's psrofessionality and it is a credit to the Hawaii

3 on 2 evtlluation team leaders that throughout the 3 on 2,debates they refrained

from challenging one another's integrity and ancestry. Of course, that might.

have been partly due to the'rule we were forced to make early in the evaluation that

adversaries could not make disparaging remarks aboucone another's mothers.

Adversary evaluation also provides. memorable mom s, like hearing a
. ..:.

hard-nose piricist whimsically scold his opp,citient for pres,entIng a "data-
:.?

drenched report."' Another was watching newsmen scurry for the telephones

when, one adversary referred to the program as "a beautiful dream from 1966

Illy a beautiful dream eight years later." (That bit Of prose

the Henolultkpapers.) And then there was the emotional

ma adv sorry asked for special indulgence froni the "jury"

/ t
because he.was im and bald. If-nothing else, the adversary approach is

hardly bOring.

9. Are,Educational Evaluators Competent to Conduct Advocacy Evaluations?

T,his issue cannot be addressed well until someone completes a careful

analysis of the skills and knowledge required of evaluations in thervarious

adversary approaches. In the meantime, predictinikiho" will make good,
11 .

advprsaty evaluations niugf be categorized with.dther forms of crystal ball

gazing.. There are basic considerations fika-' nintical ability, communications

skills, and general ability, to te, r.r.re, but thos'e are WO gross to very:.

helpful. -Lack of information about what skills are needed also makes it

444

difficult to develop triieria to measure blow well an adversary evaluator
r.'

4

performing. 'Adding adversary skills to the repertoire of techniques Srovided

-4;
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in training programs for educational evaluators will also be impeded until

better information is available.

In the meantime, based on our limited observations of adversary evaluations,

we suspect that most educational evaluators are not welpreoared to play the

adversarial, role, especially if the legal model is adopted. Hiscox (1976)

noted the following problems in previous adversary hearings:

1. Political and professional considerations make it difficult ford
educator-advocates to attack incompetence of statements and
evaluations presented as evidence.

(
2. 'Educator-aldvocates fail to appet: adversarial; they,oftea make

Points fois the other: side with their questions and/or evidenCe.

3. . People Unskilled in soliciting "testimony" often get rambling,
unproductive evidence.

We have noticed similar tendencies in educators we have watched function

in adversary hearings based loosely on the lcral model. Questioning skills ,

were notably lacking and witnesses Were permi ed to ramble in long monologs
.

that addressed the questions indirectly, if at all. 'robing of obvious contra-
,

dictions in testimony usually stopped short of highli n the contradiction,

as if the Most important thing were to avoid embarrassing the witness. The
1

relevance of testimony to major issues in the case was often left obscure.

Educators may be able to function more 'readily in the debate model, but
a#

even this bit of optimism is4mostly speculative. If adversary evaluation is

to becom' a potent force in educakional evaluation, more *tight must be

given to defining and providing training in this area:,

Conclusion

We have

of adversary

discussed what we believe to be

evalUation. We have expressed

-

t

some major potentialS'and pitfalls

our suspicion that tljt, courtroom

-28. .
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o

model may have limited utility for adversary evaluatKns in education, and we have

pointed out difficulties that seem inherent in the debate model.- We have argued
.

that the existence of opposing viewpoints- is the core of adversary evaluation, not
43.--

adherence to existing formats, for presenting contrasting views, We have suggested

that educational evaluators might develop rriore appropriate adversary methods'

tailored "Specifically for the field ofeducation. We have addressed nine issues

which should be considered byAnyone intending: to use the adversary approach.

Where our analysis has been critical, it is prompted by a desire to se.e

improvements in an approach which we feel could be very useful in selected

evaluation settings,. Adversary evaluation seems to hold considerable promiSe

for improving the data base on A-Mich important educational decisions are made--

If the pitfalls we have outlirfdd can be, resolved..

04"L.

...".
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